Crossing the Line (World Apart Book 1)

Laying it all on the line for love Mia
Cresswell is tired of being good. Achieving
geek status at college doesnt equate with
fun. So when she heads home to her dads
tennis academy in Santa Monica on spring
break, shes determined to be bad. And hot
Aussie tennis star Kye Sheldon is just the
guy to help her do it. However, Kyes
troubled past continues to dog him and
attending the Cresswell Tennis Academy is
his last chance at the big time. He cant
afford to screw upby screwing the bosss
daughter. But Mia and Kyes relationship is
much more than a vacation fling. Will it be
game, set, match, when the truth is
revealed? Or will Mia and Kye have a real
shot at love all?
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